Dear Editor,
There have been a number of articles recently examining pain within enhanced recovery [1, 2] . This clearly highlighted the patients enhanced recovery pathway after open surgery. It has a number of factors contributing to their recovery [1] . This included significantly fewer opioid analgesics, possibly contributing to decreased postoperative ileus and shorter length of hospital stay. In today's' world, the focus seems to be on robotic surgery as the driving force behind shorter recovery periods and day case surgery [3] . However, appropriate patient selection may be true in prostate surgery; the same cannot be said for robotic cystectomy. With a far wider resectional area and greater stress response, appropriate patient selection beforehand and support afterwards is a key to good patient outcomes.
Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) studies have shown objective parameters that can improve peri-op outcomes [4] . However, a survey has shown significant individual differences in peri-op management of bladder cancer with the majority of urologists using personal experience as a primary guide [4] .
The key to successful postoperative recovery with robotic cystectomy is preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative care advances with an implementation of cystectomy enhanced recovery pathways [5] . This is a novel way to reduce length of stay and overall complications within 90 days of cystectomy without increasing readmissions or complications as demonstrated by Xu, et al [2] . A well-designed pathway in combination with robotic surgery can dramatically improve complications and length of stay compared to the national standards [6] .
The pathway starts pre-operatively, with an assessment of the patient using cardiopulmonary exercise testing. The use of cardiopulmonary exercise testing is gaining popularity as a preoperative functional assessment tool and is a useful adjunct to risk stratification before radical cystectomy [7] .
The enhanced recovery pathway implements a series of evidence-based interventions that decreases the length of stay and complications without compromising patient outcomes [5] . A standard pathway incorporates preoperative education, 
